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A Brief Overview: Field Measurements of Soil Cracks

Methods Summary

In this essay, we provide a brief overview of the chapter titled “Field 
Measurements of Soil Cracks”, recently published in the Methods of Soil 
Analysis series.

Shrink-swell soils occupy more than 350 million hectares globally (Ahmad, 
1996), and often exhibit dynamic shrinkage cracks that vary in size and con-
nectivity depending on soil water content and other biophysical factors (e.g., 

structure, faunal activity). Crack dimensions change on short-term (e.g., storm 
event) and seasonal time scales, which can affect water infiltration rates and poros-
ity distributions (Stewart et al., 2016). In a new chapter published in the Methods 
of Soil Analysis series, Stewart and Abou Najm (2017) provide an overview of 
methods to measure shrinkage cracks in the field.

The chapter highlights three recommended procedures. The “Tape and Rod” 
method collects physical measurements of representative cracks along a tran-
sect (Ringrose-Voase and Sanidad, 1996). This method has advantages of being 
simple, repeatable, and nondestructive, but is labor intensive. Alternatively, the 
“Displacement” method uses a water-filled bladder and instrumented standpipe 
to detect changes in crack width from water level variations (Stewart et al., 2012). 
The method is constrained to larger cracks that permit installation of the bladder, 
and therefore does not represent smaller cracks. The “Cast and Excavate” method 
uses a hardening substance such as liquid latex to create three-dimensional casts 
of soil cracks (Abou Najm et al., 2010). This procedure reveals information about 
crack morphology and topology that other methods do not capture, but is not suit-
able for repeated observations because of its destructive nature.

The chapter concludes with a case study that applies several of the methods 
to measure crack dimensions and features. Altogether, the methods and examples 
provided by this chapter allow practitioners to better quantify crack characteris-
tics, and thereby improve accuracy when predicting many hydrological and envi-
ronmental processes that shrinkage crack networks affect.
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Core Ideas

•	We review a recent Online Soil 
Methods contribution.

•	Three main methods for measuring 
soil cracks are discussed.

•	Field cracks can be measured with 
destructive and non-destructive 
methods.

•	Crack measurements important for 
predicting many environmental 
processes.
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